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Introduction to Ratnaafin
Ratnaafin is one of the fastest-growing companies that render services related to Loan Distribution,
Insurance Broking and Lending/NBFC, providing “One Stop Solution” to Individuals and MSMEs for
the last three years. We, at RATNAAFIN, strongly believe that all the milestones we have achieved to
date are mainly because of our clients. Their trust in RATNAAFIN, as a group, has helped us to reach
the position where we are today.
The RATNAAFIN GROUP comprises three major technology-enabled verticals, which are as follows:
1. Ratnaafin Advisors (Loan Distributions)
2. Ratnaafin Insurance Broking Private Limited
3. Ratnaafin Capital

• Introduction to Ratnaafin Insurance Broking
Ratnaafin Insurance Broking Private Limited is a registered Insurance Broker with IRDA. Insurance
brokers are the only ones who represent the client in the entire insurance ecosystem. Insurance can
be broadly categorised into General Insurance & Life Insurance. The core of any insurance company
is to offer an insurance plan that protects & mitigates the risk. Among all the different methods
available with other insurance companies, our job as insurance brokers is to assess the best suitable
policy for the client and make it available at the most competitive price. We at Ratnaafin Insurance
Broking are a tech-enabled company that aims to bring greater accessibility to the insurance
ecosystem by bringing better price Discovery, Execution, Underwriting and Claims.

• Life Insurance
The important thing in life is to choose the right insurance for your budget and your needs. You need
to keep in mind that you are never too young to buy life insurance. The younger you are, the lower
the premium cost shall be charged. As your insurance advisor, we will be there to provide you with
guidance and best-suited solutions based on your reality and goals.
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Term Plan
Term insurance plans offer financial security for
the entire family in case of the policyholder’s
unfortunate death. You can also get optional
coverage for critical illnesses or accidental
death and cover for long, while the premiums are
affordable.
It is a pure protection life insurance policy.
It provides coverage for a defined period in
exchange for a specified premium amount. In
case of an unfortunate event during this timeframe, the insurer offers a guaranteed pay-out. It
compensates your nominee for the loss of your
income.		
		
Under the plan, the individual can get a high
coverage amount at the most affordable premium
price. Term Insurance Plan is a pure protection
plan that offers a death benefit on the insured’s

death during the policy term, with no maturity
benefit given on survival until the completion
of the policy term.		
		
Term insurance eligibility can differ for each
plan and insurer. All insurance providers
offer plans with unique terms and conditions.
However, as per the general norms, the
minimum age limit for buying a term insurance
plan is 18 years. Likewise, the maximum age
limit for purchasing a term insurance plan is
65 years. So, make sure that you fall under
this age group if you wish to buy a term plan.
Can term insurance be claimed under 80D? The
answer is yes, but under certain circumstances.
Tax benefits are available under Section
80D for premiums in health insurance plans.
However, insurers offer term insurance with
critical illness riders or other health riders such
as surgical care.
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Saving Plan
Traditional insurance plans provide multiple benefits like risk cover, fixed income return, safety and
tax benefit. Traditional Insurance plans are the oldest plans and cater to individuals with a low-risk
appetite.		
		
Traditional insurance policy plans provide the sum assured and a guaranteed or a vested bonus at
maturity. These plans take a limited exposure in high-risk equity, and hence the downside probability
is also low. These plans are suitable for tax planning. Unlike ULIPs, premature withdrawal is usually
not allowed in traditional techniques.
Types of savings plans are mentioned below.
1) Traditional or whole life insurance
Traditional insurance plans are life insurance plans that provide multiple benefits such as risk cover,
fixed income return, safety and tax benefit.
					
They cater to individuals with a low-risk appetite. This type of life insurance policy provides insurance
coverage to policyholders for their entire life, never running out. In case of the inevitable death of the
policyholder, the insurance payout is given to the beneficiaries. A mix of insurance and investing, the
plan is primarily used for wealth creation which offers a small cover through protection.
2) Endowment plans
The insured obtain a lump sum and bonuses on policy maturity or death in this type.
Death/maturity benefit: These plans offer the sum insured to nominee or beneficiary on the death
of insured, along with the bonus. The bonus is paid only for the number of years that the insured
survived while active. If the policyholder survives the term, the insured gets maturity proceeds and
a guaranteed bonus or profit at the end of the period.
3) Moneyback plans
It provides life coverage during the policy term, and the maturity benefits are paid in instalments.
					
Death/maturity benefit: The main difference here is that the payout is staggered and paid at specified,
regular intervals. A bonus is also paid on maturity if the insured survives. It’s used to achieve goals
like a child’s education or marriage.
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Who does these suits?
These plans enforce a saving habit in the policyholder. Afraid of losing money due to lapsation, few
policyholders miss the premium. So go for these only if you have no investing discipline because
they will serve as a goal achieving tool in that case. But otherwise, since traditional plans offer low
covers and low returns, they are best avoided. Even if your objective is a tax deduction, you may
look at better options and investments that are low-risk, low-return in nature, such as small savings
schemes.

Pension Plan
A pension plan is the retirement amount that an
individual gets from their insurance companies
on a retirement. Several companies offer various
types of such plans.
Pension funds are typically exempt from capital
gains tax. Earnings on their investment portfolios
are tax-deferred or tax-exempt.
A pension fund provides a fixed, preset benefit
on retirement, helping people to plan their future
spending.

ULIP
A Unit Linked Insurance Plan (ULIP) is a unique investment instrument with the added protection of
life insurance. Through systematic investments and market-linked returns, ULIPs allow you to create
wealth for your long-term goals like your dream house, your child’s education, your retirement and
more.
Popularly known as Unit Linked Insurance Plan, ULIP offers both insurance and investment. It offers
life cover with good returns and helps save taxes. In fact, as per the current market situation, ULIPs
have become one of the best investment options.
					
ULIPs are best suited for individuals with a long-term financial plan of wealth creation and insurance.
Whether it is for retirement, children’s education or other financial goals, a ULIP continued till maturity
works as an advantage. It gives you the dual benefit of savings and protection, all in a single plan.
					
In ULIPs, a part of your premium is dedicated towards your life cover and the rest is assigned to a
common pool of money, called a fund. The fund is invested in equity, debt, or a combination of both.
The returns on your investments depend upon the fund’s performance opted by you.
					
To reinstate a lapsed policy, the policyholder needs to apply for revival to the insurance company. The
company may prescribe submitting a standard revival form. A medical check-up at the designated
medical Centre is mandatory in certain cases.
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You can withdraw+ a part of your earnings at any time after the completion of five years. However,
the value of withdrawals in a year cannot be more than 20% of the fund value. For example, if your
fund value is `1,00,000, you can withdraw a maximum of `20,000 in the year.
As per section 10(10D) of the Income Tax Act, 1961, the ULIP returns on maturity are tax-free

Why Ratnaafin
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100+ life insurance associates
within 10 months of operational
activity
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Secured life of 250+ clients
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We insured you with
12+ Growth partner
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Instant Quote Comparison
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Portfolio Management System
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24*7 Claim assistant

